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offensive and defensive alliance with Britain which fully
guarded our wide interests in that quarter of the Middle East.
In that same year an incipient outbreak of trouble in the country
arising out of the disbandment of the Assyrian levies was
quickly forestalled by the arrival of British troops by air from
Egypt itself -was a source of disquiet to us for many years
after the war.   Her resources had been heavily drawn on for
the maintenance of our armies in the Near and Middle East ;
her people were left with a widespread legacy of poverty and
discontent, and the post-war ferment of self-determination and
national independence worked this up into general disorder.
Allenby, the High Commissioner, had on several occasions to
use strong measures to prevent a general rising ;  the first of these
was in March, 1919, when the deportation of the Nationalist
leader, Zaghlul, led to an outbreak of rioting and violence which
was, however, swiftly and thoroughly dealt with by mobile
columns of troops.    Sporadic disturbances continued, though
negotiations between Britain and Egypt to settle their future
relations were begun at the end of 1919 and continued off and
on for two years without agreement on all points being reached,
In 1922, however, came the abolition of the British protectorate
over Egypt, which was recognised as an independent sovereign
State ; but we reserved to ourselves the right to take such steps
as were necessary for the external defence of the country and
of the Suez Canal, the protection of foreign residents in the
country, and the government of the Sudan.   This decision was
bitterly resented in Egypt, and in 1924 there suddenly occurred
a mutiny among the Egyptian troops in garrison in the Sudan.
There was only a single British battalion in that country at the
time, but the arrival of a second enabled the disarming of the
mutineers to be successfully carried out.   The subsequent
murder of the British Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian
Army necessitated further drastic steps on our part to deal with
the crisis ; all the Egyptian troops and officials were sent back
from the Sudan, the government of the territory was taken
over by British personnel, and the Sudan units of the Egyptian
Army were reconstituted to form the Sudan Defence Force,
Thereafter matters somewhat quietened down, and by the time
of the crisis over the Italo-Abyssinian War and sanctions in
*935* Egypt had come to realise that close relations with
Britain were as necessary to her as to us.   The way then
became clear for the conclusion of a treaty on much the same
lines as that with Iraq, which, though it still left the main burden
of the defence of Egypt and the Canal on our hands pending the
time — probably far distant—when Egypt should be able to

